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CONFORMALLY INVARIANT VARIATIONAL INTEGRALS
BY

S. GRANLUND, P. LINDQVIST AND O. MARTIO

Abstract. Let /: G -» R" be quasiregular and / = / F(x,Vu) dm a conformally

invariant variational integral. Holder-continuity, Harnack's inequality and principle

are proved for the extremals of /. Obstacle problems and their connection to

subextremals are studied. If « is an extremal or a subextremal of /, then u ° / is

again an extremal or a subextremal if an appropriate change in F is made.

1. Introduction. A mapping/: G -> R", G open in R", is called quasiregular if /is

continuous and ACL" in G with \f'(x) \" < KJ(x, f) a.e. in G for some K > 1. A

homeomorphic quasiregular mapping onto fG is called quasiconformal. If n = 2 and

K = 1, /= ux + iu2 is analytic or conformai, respectively. The functions ux and u2

are harmonic functions and hence extremals for the Dirichlet-integral. The coordi-

nate functions fx,...,f„ of a quasiregular mapping /: G -» R" are extremals of the

variational integral /F(x, Vu) dm where F(x, h) »| h |" and F depends on /. It is

well known that the Dirichlet-integral remains invariant under conformai mappings/

of the plane domain G, i.e.

f \Vu\2dm = f |v(«° f)\2 dm.
JfG JG

In space and in plane it is possible to rephrase this equality for general kernels F and

for quasiconformal mappings when an appropriate change in F is made. For analytic

and quasiregular mappings this invariance property has the counterpart which takes

into account the many-to-one character of these mappings. The capacity inequalities

of quasiconformal and quasiregular mappings, see [G, MRV1 and Ml], form a

special case of this invariance property. This phenomenon can also be studied using

partial differential equations, the Euler equations of the corresponding variational

integrals, and the basic fact is that harmonic functions in plane remain harmonic

under composition with analytic functions. Yu. G. ReSetnjak [R4] has studied the

corresponding property of quasiregular mappings. A new proof for this result is

presented in a more general case.

Subharmonic functions form a natural generalization of harmonic functions. The

main purpose of this paper is to show that this class of functions has a generalization

to the nonhnear case in space as well. We call these functions sub-T'-extremals since

for our purposes the extremality property expressed in terms of variational integrals
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is essential. If u is subharmonic and / analytic in plane, then it is well known that

u ° / is subharmonic. The proof of this fact is usually based on the submean

property of subharmonic functions and the Taylor-expansion of analytic functions,

see [HK, p. 53]. It can also be derived using smooth subharmonic approximations of

a general subharmonic function. These methods are not directly available in the

general case and we present a proof for the invariance property of sub-T'-extremals

based on certain integral inequalities. This principle clearly has an effect on the

theory of quasiregular mappings and the authors intend to return to these problems

in subsequent papers.

The paper is organized as follows. After preliminaries in §2 variational integrals

and their extremals are introduced in §3. The connection to differential equations is

studied in detail and the existence of continuous extremals up to the boundary is

proved. Here we use a simple compactness property introduced in [M2] and the

lower semicontinuity of variational integrals, especially no advanced Sobolev space

analysis on the boundary is needed. In §4 properties of extremals are studied. In the

case F(x, h) <&\ h \" we present new and simple proofs for the Holder-continuity and

Harnack's inequality of the extremals, cf. [Gr, Li2]. These proofs are based on F. W.

Gehring's oscillation lemma. Moreover, these methods give effective numerical

bounds for the various exponents and constants involved. §5 is devoted to sub-77-

extremals. A sub-F-extremal u is called regular if u is ACL". It turns out that this

corresponds to the class of plane C2-subharmonic functions and integral- and

differential inequalities characterizing this class are presented. §6 deals with the

invariance of integrals under quasiconformal and quasiregular mappings. The invari-

ance of extremals, sub-F-extremals and regular sub-F-extremals is then proved in §7.

The paper contains some new methods not previously employed in the calculus of

variations. The method of H. Lebesgue, the use of monotone functions, is extended

to obstacle problems under minimal assumptions on the kernel F in §5. The Schwarz

alternating process is applied to the general case in the same section. The fact that

the conformally invariant situation deals with the borderline case F(x, h) <^\ h \" is

used to the full extent. Our methods cannot be used for F(x, h) ^\hf, 1 <p < n,

in the same generality and we have tried to indicate those places where p — n is

needed.

2. Preliminaries.

2.1. Notation. For each set A in the euclidean space 7?" we let CA, A, and dA

denote the complement, closure, and boundary of A, all taken with respect to R".

Given two sets A C B in R", A C C B means that A is compact in B. By x -y we

denote the usual inner product of two vectors x and y in 7Î". For x £ 7?" we use

representations x = (x,,...,x„) = 2x,e,. If x £ R" and r > 0, we let B"(x,r)

denote the open ball {y £ 7?": \y — x |< r), and 5"_l(x, r) is the sphere dB"(x, r).

We shall employ the abbreviations B"(r) = 77"(0, r), B" = B"(\), S"~x(r) =
Sn~x(0,r),S"-x = S"~x(\).

The Lebesgue measure of a set A C R" will be written as m(A). The normalized

(n — l)-measure in (n — l)-dimensional spheres is written as S. We set io„_, =

S(S"~X).
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If A C R", then C(A) is the class of all continuous (real valued) functions on A. If

U is an open set in R", we let C(U) denote the family of all p times continuously

difierentiable functions u: U -* R, and Cff(U) the family of all u E C(U) whose

support spt m is a compact subset of U. The classes C(A) are also defined for

smooth submanifolds A oí R".

2.2. Sobolev space Wx and ACLP-functions. If A is a Lebesgue measurable subset

of R", then LP(A), p > 1, is the Banach space of all functions u: A -* R = R U

{ — oo, oo} with the norm

ii«ii, = n«ii^ = (jii«r^) '•

We also use the same expression for functions u: A -» Rm, i.e. II «|| = ||| ulll^- Given

an open set G in R", WX(G) is the Sobolev space of functions u E LP(G) whose first

distributional partial derivatives D¡u belong to LP(G) with the norm

Here Vm = (Dxu,.. .,Dnu) is the gradient of u. The space Wj0(G) is the closure of

q?(G)mWpXG).
A mapping /: G -» Rm is said to be A CL if / is continuous and if for each open

«-interval Q C C G, f is absolutely continuous on almost every line segment in Q,

parallel to the coordinate axes. An ylCL-mapping has partial derivatives a.e. If these

are locally L^-integrable, p> 1, /is said to be ACLP. It is well known that/: G -* R

is ACLP if and only if / is continuous and belongs to WX(D) for each open set

D C C G. For basic properties of Sobolev spaces and A CL-functions see [Mor].

2.3. Condensers and their capacity. A condenser in R" is a pair E = (A, C) where

A C R" is open and C is a nonempty compact set contained in A. We set for/? > 1

(2.4) cap. E = capD(A, C) =     inf      f I v« f ¿m
»£»«£) ^

and call it the /»-capacity of the condenser E. The set W0(E) = W0(A,C) is the

family of all nonnegative functions u E C0(A) which are ACL and satisfy u(x) = 1

for x E C. It is well known that WqC^) can be replaced in (2.4) by W0(E) n C0°°(v4).

We are mainly interested in the case/) = n. Note that if p > r > 0, then

cap„(7i"(x0, p),7J"(x0, r)) = <*„_x(\n(p/r))X-".

2.5.  Gehring's oscillation lemma.  \i A <Z R" is a set and  u:  A -> 7?  we let

<o(u, A) = sup^ u — inf^ u denote the oscillation of u on A.

Forx E S"~\r), n>2, and forcp E (0, w] let

C(x,tp) = {y £ S"~'(r):j/-x>r2cos<p}.

Then C(x, <p) is a spherical cap (possibly a punctured sphere) on S"~ x(r) centered at

x. The following lemma was proved for n = 3 in [G, Lemma 1] and for arbitrary

n s* 3 in [Mos] when C(x, <p) = S"~x(r). The case n = 2 is trivial and for C(x, (p)

instead of S"~l(r) the proof is completely analogous.
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2.6. Lemma. Suppose that u E Cx(C(x, <p)). Then

a(u,C(x,w))"/r^An[ \Vsu\"dS
JC(x.<p)

and An < oo depends only on n. Here Vsu is the gradient of u on S"~x(r).

We shall frequently consider the following situation. Let G be open in R" and u an

ACL"-function in G. Suppose that for r E (/-,, r2) the spherical caps C(xr, <pr),

xr £ S"1-'(/■)> lie in G. If the function r i-> u(u, C(xr, wr)) is measurable in the

interval (rx, r2), then by approximation and by Fubini's theorem Lemma 2.6 yields

2.7. Lemma.

Pw(h, C(xr, wr))"/rdr < An\ \ Vu \" dm.
Jrt G

Proof. If HvmII„ = oo, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that ||vw||„ < oo. By

Fubini's theorem and by the invariance of the ^4CL"-property under smooth

transformations for a.e. r £ (r,, r2), /s»-'(r)ncl V« \" dS < oo and the function u is

ACL in S"~x(r) H G. Observe that via the stereographic projection of S"~x(r) into

R"~x the /ICL-property in S"~ x(r) becomes the ordinary ACL-property in R"x.By

approximation Lemma 2.6 yields for a.e. r E (rx,r2)

o>(u,C(xr,œr))"/r<An( \vsu\"dS<An[ \Vu\"dS
T'Vinc JS"~\r)nG

and the result follows by integration.

2.8. Monotone functions. Let G be an open set in 7?". A function u E C(G) is called

monotone (in the sense of Lebesgue) if for each domain D C C G we have co(u, D) —

u>(u, dD). If G is bounded and u E C{G), the condition D C C G may be replaced

by D C G.

2.9. Regular open sets. Instead of various conditions for Dirichlet-regular domains,

see 3.25(a), we shall employ a topological definition for regularity. This condition is

adequate for our purposes and satisfied in most applications. An open set G E 7?" is

called regular if it is bounded and dG contains no point components.

In [M2], the following equicontinuity lemma was proved for monotone functions

under a less restrictive condition on dG.

2.10. Lemma. Suppose that G C R" is regular and v £ C(G). Let ^ be a family of

functions u E C(G) D Wnx(G) such that

(2.11) u>(u,D) <max(w(w,37)),w(ü, D))   for each domain D C G

and

(2.12) f \Vu\"dm<M   for all uE^.
JG

Then $ is equicontinuous if and only if§\ dG is equicontinuous.

Proof. It suffices to show that the equicontinuity of ?F| dG implies the equicon-

tinuity of <$. We first prove that this holds at a point x0 E G. We may assume that

x0 = 0. Let e > 0. Choose p > 0 such that B"(p) C G and co(v, B"(p)) < e. Let
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r E (0, p) and u £ f. Pick f E [r, p] with w(k, S"~\t)) = min{(o(t/, S"-1(s)): 5 E

[r, p]}. Then Lemma 2.7 yields

«(«, S"-x(t))"logp/r^fPio(u,S"-x(s))"/sds

<Anf \ vu\" dm ^AnM.
JG

Thus there is r £ (0, p), independent of u £ f, such that w(h, S"   '(?)) < £• Conse-

quently, by (2.11),

«(ii, 5"(r)) «5 w(h, B"(0) « max(w(w, S"~x(t)), u(v, B"(t))) < e.

This shows the equicontinuity of ?F at x0 E G.

Next consider a point x0 E dG. We may again assume x0 = 0. Suppose that ^is

not equicontinuous at 0. Then there is £ > 0 such that for all t > 0 there is

u = u, £ fwith

(2.13) cc(u,G(t))>e

where G(t) = G D 7?"(i). Since G is regular and ?F| dG is equicontinuous, there is

p > 0 such that

(2.14) S"~l(t) f\ dG ¥= 0

for all t £ (0, p ] and

(2.15) w(MGn77"(p)) <e/16

for all u E iFand, moreover,

(2.16) co(t>,G(p))<e/8.

Fix t E (0, p) and let « £ Ç satisfy (2.13). Consider the function

w(x) = — maxfl w(x) - «(0) | -e/16,0).

Then w E C(G) n ^„'(G). Write /I = {* £ G(p): w(x) > 1}. Now ^ = Ax U ,42

where

Ax = {x E G(p): u(x) > m(0) + e/8},

A2 = (x £ G(p): u(x) < u(Q) - e/8).

By (2.15), A does not meet dG.

The set J meets S"1"1^) for all s E (i, p). To see this let A(s) = AH B"(s) and

suppose that A(s) C C 5"(i). If D' is a component of A(s), then w(w, 37)') = 0 and

thus

u(u, D') < max(w(w, 37)'), «(«, 7)')) < e/8

by (2.11) and (2.16). Hence

«(k,G(/))<u(ii,G(j)) <u(u,A(s)) +oi(u,G(s)\A(s))

< w(w, /1(s) n Ax) + a(u, A(s) n /12) + e/4 + e/4

< e/8 + e/8 + e/4 + e/4 = 3e/4,

which is impossible by (2.13).
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For each s E (t, p) choose a cap C(xs, ws), ws £ (0, it], on S"~x(s) n G such that

w(xs) = sup{w(x): x £ S"~x(s) D G} and C(xs,ws) meets 3G. Then by (2.15),

w(w, C(xs, ws)) > 1. Since 5 i-> u(w, C(xs, œs)) is continuous, Lemma 2.7 yields

log p/t < f u(w,C(xs,œs))"/sds^An(\ Vw\" dm
Jt JG

< An(l6/e)" f | V« |" dm < ,4„M(16/e)\
•'c

Note that | Vw|< 16 | Vu\/e a.e. in G. The right-hand side is independent of t.

Letting t -» 0 gives a contradiction. This completes the proof.

If we choose v = 0 in G, Lemma 2.10 gives the following corollary, cf. [M2].

2.17. Corollary. Suppose that G is a regular domain and that "ñr" is a family of

monotone functions u £ C(G) n WX(G) satisfying (2.12). Then 9 is equicontinuous if

and only if§\ dG is equicontinuous.

3. Variational integrals. Basic properties of conformally invariant variational in-

tegrals are introduced. We close with the existence of extremals.

3.1. Variational kernels. Although we are mainly interested in the case/» = n, the

assumptions (a)-(c) on a variational kernel F are adequate for some auxiliary

considerations.

Let G be an open set in R" and let F: G X R" -> R satisfy the assumptions:

(a) For each open set D C E G and e > 0 there is a compact set CED with

m(D\C) < e and F | C X R" is continuous.

(b) For a.e. x £ G the function h \-> F(x, h) is convex.

(c) There are constants 0 < a < ß < oo and 1 < p < oo such that for a.e. x £ G

(3.2) a\hF<F(x,h)«zß\hF    for all h ER".

The constant p determines the type of F. The greatest a < 1, resp. the smallest

ß > 1, for which (3.2) holds is denoted by a(F), resp. ß(F). The numbers a(F) and

ß(F) are called the structure constants of F.

In the connection of some uniqueness problems we shall replace (b) by a stronger

condition:

(b') For a.e. x £ G the function h i-» F(x, h) is strictly convex, i.e.

F(x, thx + (1 - t)h2) < tF(x, A,) + (1 - t)F(x, A2)

for0<i < 1 and A,, A2 ER", A, ^ A2.

To connect variational problems with the solutions of the corresponding

Euler-equations we use the assumption:

(d) For a.e. x £ G the function A \-> F(x, A) is differentiable.

Since, by (b), the function A i-> T^x, A) is convex a.e. in G, we may as well in (d)

assume that A i-> T^x, A) is continuously differentiable, see [Ro, Corollary 25.5.1]. It

turns out that condition (d) is not essential to our theory, however, its omission will

give technical difficulties. In all interesting cases, condition (d) is satisfied in a

natural way.
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Finally, to obtain a conformally invariant class we introduce the homogeneity

condition:

(e) For a.e. x E G, F(x, Xh) = | X ?F(x, A) for all A £ R and A £ 7?".

3.3. Remark. If A: G -* R" is a measurable function, then the function x h-»

F(x, A(x)) is measurable. This follows from (a), since there is a Borel-partition

G = U°l0^4,. such that m(A0) — 0 and F\A¡ X R", i = 1,2,..., is continuous.

Define $: G -> G X R" as $(x) = (x, A(x)). Then 3> is measurable. If 7i is open in

R, then
00

Q-lF~lB =  U ^"'((^i X R") n F_'5)-

Since (i,XÄ")fl F \B) is a Borel set, i = 1,2,..., and

m($-x((A0 X R") n T^-'Tj)) = 0,

the set $~ XF~ XB is measurable.

Note also that if A is as above and F satisfies the assumptions (a)-(d), then the

function x h> vhF(x, h(x)) is measurable. For this observe that since F\Ai X Rn,

i= 1,2,..., is continuous, the mapping vhF\AiX R" is a Borel function and the

conclusion follows as above.

3.4. Remark. Yu. Resetnjak studied in [R3] kernels Fe(x,h) = (6(x)h-h)"/2

where 6: G -» GL(R", R") is a Borel map such that for all x E G the linear map

9(x) is self adjoint and there exist constants 0 < a < ß < oo with

a|A|2<0(x)A-A</?|A|2

for a.e. x £ G and all A £ R". It is easy to see that the kernels Fg satisfy the

assumptions (a), (b'), (c)-(e) for/? = n.

If F satisfies (a)-(d), then vhF has an additional property which will be

frequently used in the sequel.

3.5. Lemma. Suppose that F: G X R" -» R satisfies (a)-(d). Then there is y < oo

such that for a.e. x E G

(3-6) \vhF(x,h)\^y\h\P->

for all A E R". The constant y depends only on n, p, and ß(F).

Proof. Fix x £ G such that (b), (c), and (d) hold. Let A £ R". Choose i,

1 < i < n, and let w(t) — F(x, A + te,). Then <p: R -» 7? is convex and continuously

differentiable. Since <p'(0) = DtF(x, A), it suffices to show | <p'(0) \^2pß(F)\hf~x.

The convexity of <p yields w(t) — <p(0) > w'(0)t for all /. On the other hand tp is

nonnegative, hence w(t) > (p'(0)t. By (c)

w(t) < ß(F)\h + te,y ^2p-xß(F)(\h}" + \tf).

Thus

w'(0)t^2p-xß(F)(\h^ + \tf)

for all t. Setting f = sign(<p'(0)) | A | yields | <p'(0) |< 2»ß(F) \ h \"-x, if | A \¥= 0. If

A = 0, (3.6) is trivial by (c) since/? > 1.
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3.7. Variational integrals. Suppose that F: G X R" -> R satisfies (a)-(c). If u:

G -» R has partial derivatives a.e. or distributional derivatives in Sobolev's sense and

A C G is measurable, then there exists the variational integral

(3.8) IF(u, A) = ( F(x, Vu(x)) dm(x),
JA

see Remark 3.3. If A C C G and u is ACLP in G or u E WX(G), IF(u, A) is finite.

3.9. Lower semicontinuity. For the existence theory and various convergence

problems the well-known lower semicontinuity property of (3.8) is useful. There exist

many proofs for this result under different assumptions, see e.g. [Mor, R2]. For a

very simple proof based on Banach-Saks' theorem under minimal assumptions see

[Lil].

3.10. Theorem. Suppose that F satisfies (a)-(c) in an open set G C R". Let u¡,

i = 0,1,..., be Wx-functions in G and Vu¡ -* Vu0 weakly in LP(G). Then

IF(u0,G)<limIF(u,,G).

i-»00

3.11. Remark. According to Banach-Saks' theorem there are indices i, < i2<

such that

||(vw,-, + ••■ +Vuit)/k- Vuo\\LP(C)-^0.

Roughly speaking, this convergence feature, combined with Fatou's lemma and

Jensen's inequality

F(x, (vuh + ■■■+ Vu¡k)/k) < (F(x, v«J + ■ • • +F(x, Vuik))/k

gives the desired result. Thus the only nontrivial part of the proof of Theorem 3.10 is

the establishing of Banach-Saks' theorem in LP(G) X ••• XLP(G) (n times). How-

ever, this question is trivial in the Hubert space L2(G) X • • • XL2(G) and in the

borderline case/? = n > 2 the proof can be reduced to the L2-case, since V«, -» Vw0

locally weakly in L2 if Vu¡ -» Vw0 weakly in LP, p>2.

3.12. Extremals. Suppose that F satisfies (a)-(c) in a bounded open set G E R"

and v E C(3G). A function u £ C(G) n WX(G), u = v in dG, is called an F-

extremal with boundary values v for the variational integral IF if IF(u, G) < IF(w, G)

for all w E C(G) n WX(G) with w = v in 3G. If G is an open (not necessarily

bounded) set in R", then an ACL ''-function u is called a (free) F-extremal if for all

open sets D E E G, u \ D is an F-extremal in D with boundary values u | 37). Clearly

an f-extremal with boundary values is also a free T-'-extremal, see 3.21.

3.13. Remark. In the calculus of variations extremals are not usually defined as

above. In 3.21 we take an opportunity to clarify the connections between various

definitions in the continuous case.

3.14. Euler equation. There is an one-to-one correspondence between variational

kernels F satisfy (a)-(d) and corresponding Euler equations. For this purpose we

introduce a class of second order partial differential equations.
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Let G E R" be open and let A: G X R" -» R" be a mapping such that the function

x i->v4(x, A(x)) is measurable whenever h: G -> R" is measurable and there are

numbers 1 < /? < oo and y < oo such that for a.e. x E G

(3.15) \A(x,h)\*Zy\h\»-x

for all A E R". An ACLP-function m: G -» /? is called a solution of ?Ae equation

(3.16) Ví4(jc,Vm) = 0

in G if

(3.17) f A(x,vu)-Vwdm = 0
JG

for all <p E C^(G). If G is bounded and u £ C(G) n WX(G) is a solution of (3.16)

in G, then m is said to have boundary values v £ C(3G) if u = v in 3G. In this case

(3.17) holds, by approximation, for all <p E Wpx0(G).

We give a proof of the following theorem. The proof is difficult to locate in the

literature.

3.18. Theorem. Suppose that F satisfies (a)-(d). A function u is an F-extremal, free

or with boundary values, if and only if it is a corresponding solution of the equation

(3.19) V -VhF(x,vu)=0.

Proof. By Remark 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 the mapping A(x, A) = vhF(x, h) satis-

fies the required assumptions. We may only consider the free case. Let an ACLP-

function u: G -» R be an T^-extremal and let w E C0X(G). Choose an open set

D CE G with spt w C D and set for t E R, yp(t) = IF(u + tw, D). Since u is an

T^-extremal yp(t) > yp(0) for all t. We show that yp has a derivative at 0.

To this end let |e|< 1, e^O. Choose x£G such that Ai-*F(x, A) has a

continuous derivative and (3.2) holds. Write AF = F(x, A0 + eA) — F(x, h0), h, h0

£ 7?". By the mean value theorem AF/e = A • vhF(x, A0 + e'A) and e' lies between

0 and e. Lemma 3.5 yields

| AF/e\<\h 11 VhF(x, A0 + e'A) |< y | A 11 A0 + e'A f"1

<y2p-x(\h\\h0\p~x + \hf).

Set A0 = V« and A = v<p. Then for a.e. x ED

\AF/e\^g = y2p~x(\vw\\ v«f' + | Vwf)

and Holder's inequality gives g £ LX(D). On the other hand, for a.e. x E 7),

lim£^0 AF/e = vhF(x, Vu) • V<p. Now Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem

implies

(3.20) i//(0) = lim f-dm = f VhF(x, Vu)- Vw dm

and yp has a derivative at 0. Since \p also has a minimum at 0, yp'(0) = 0 and (3.20)

gives the required result.
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To prove the other half of the theorem suppose that m is a solution of (3.19). Let

7) E E G be open. Since for a.e. x E G the function A i-> F(x, A) is convex and

continuously differentiable, a.e. in D

F(x, A,) - F(x, h2) > vhF(x, A2). (A, - A2)

for all A,, A2 £ 7?". If w E C(D) n WX(D) and w = u in 37), then <p = w - u £

WXQ(D), see e.g. [M3, Lemma 2.2], and a.e. in D, F(x, Vu + v<p) - F(x, Vu) >

VhF(x, vu) ■ v<p. By integration

IF(u + w,D) - IF(u,D)> [ VhF(x,Vu)v<pdm = 0
JD

since « is a solution of (3.19) and w £ Wp\0(D). Thus IF(w, D) — IF(u + <p, D) >

IF(u, D) and u is an F-extremal in 7) with boundary values u | 37). This completes

the proof.

3.21. Remark. In the calculus of variations extremals are usually defined with

respect to the space WX(G). Suppose that F: G X R" -> R satisfies (a)-(d) and

v £ Wp(G). A function u E Wp(G) is called an F-extremal in the Wx-sense with

boundary values v if u - v £ Wp\0(G) and IF(u, G) < IF(w, G) for all w E WX(G)

such that w — v E Wp0(G). A function u E locWp(G) is called a (free) F-extremal

in the Wx-sense in G if for all open sets D C C G, u \ D is an F-extremal in the

Wx-sense with boundary values u \ D in D. It is well known that F-extremals in the

Wx-sense are actually continuous, see e.g. [S, or Mor], and thus ,4CL''-functions.

Here we show that an A CL ''-function u is a free F-extremal if and only if it is free

extremal in the Wx-sense.

To this end suppose that an ACLP-function u is a free F-extremal in the Wx-sense

in G. Let 7) E E G and w E C(D) n ^'(7)) with w = u in 37). Then w - « £

H^'0(Z)), see [M3, Lemma 2.2], and thus IF(u, D) =e 7f(w, 7)). Hence u is a free

F-extremal. For the converse, let « be a free F-extremal in G and D E E G an open

set. Pick w E WX(D) with w — u E Wpx0(D). Choose a sequence of functions

<p, E C0°°(7)) with <p,. -> w - k in W^'(Z)). Then <p, + w E GÎT!) n ^'(.7)) and <p, + m

= w in 37). Thus 7^, D) < 7f (u + <p,, 7)) and it remains to show 7f (u + <p,, 7)) -»

7/r(w, 7)) as ; -» oo. For this note that the mean value theorem and Lemma 3.5 give

C < oo such that a.e. in D

\F(x,v(u + (Pl))-F(x,Vw)\

<c\ v(u + (Pi-w)\{\ v(u + <p,.)r' +1 v^r1)'

Since II v(w + <p,. — w)|| -» 0 as / -» oo, Holder's inequahty gives the required

result.

The above reasoning also shows, if G is bounded, that an F-extremal u E C(G) D

WX(G) with boundary values v E C(G) C\ WX(G) is an F-extremal in the UK'-sense

with boundary values v.

3.22. Existence of extremals. In 1907, H. Lebesgue observed that a kernel satisfy-

ing (a)-(c) allows the use of monotone functions, see 2.8. Lemma 3.23 is essentially

due to him [L]. Its proof follows from a more general principle considered in 5.6.
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3.23. Lemma. Let G be a bounded open set and let F satisfy (a)-(c) in G. If

u E C(G) n Wp\G), then there is v £ C(G) n WX(G) such that u = v in dG, v is

monotone in G, and IF(v, G) < IF(u, G).

Next we combine Corollary 2.17, Theorem 3.10, and Lemma 3.23 to construct

F-extremals. The proof is essentially the same as in [M2, Theorem 5.9] and applies

only to the borderline case/? = n, however, see Remark 3.25(b).

3.24. Theorem. Suppose that F satisfies (a)-(c) in a regular open set G E R" with

p = n. If v £ C(G) n WX(G), then there is an F-extremal u in G with boundary

values v.

Proof. Let u¡, i—1,2,..., be a minimizing sequence, i.e. IF(ut, G) -> 70 =

inf {IF(w, G): w E %} where % = {w £ C(G) n W„\G): w = v in 3G}. By (c) we

may assume that || Vw, || „ < M < oo for all /'. By Lemma 3.23 the sequence u¡ can be

replaced by a minimizing sequence w¡ £ <%v such that II Vw,-||n < M and each w¡ is

monotone. By Corollary 2.17 the family {w¡} is equicontinuous and since it is

uniformly bounded by sup3G\v\ , Ascoli's theorem gives a subsequence, denoted

again by w¡, which converges uniformly on G to a function u E C(G). On the other

hand there is a subsequence of w¡, denoted again by w„ such that Vw, converges

weakly in L"(G) and its limit is the distributional gradient of u. Thus u £ WX(G).

By Theorem 3.10

IF(u,G)< UmIF(Wi,G) = I0.
l'->00

Since m E Wv, this completes the proof.

3.25. Remarks, (a) In [M2] it was shown that the topological regularity condition

on 3G in 3.24 can be replaced by a weaker condition M(x, CG) = oo for all x E 3G.

Note that, see [MS], the condition M(x, CG) = oo is equivalent with the condition

(3.26) [Siíldt =00
J0    t

where w(t) = capn(B"(x, t), CG n (B"(x, t/2)\B"(x, t/A))). The condition (3.26)

requires more CG than the Wiener criterion

./,\i/(»-n

(3.27) WL-^=00,
Jq t

xP(t) = capn(B"(x, t), CG n 7J"(x, t/2)). The Wiener criterion (3.27) is in a natural

way connected with the continuous boundary values for solutions of the equation

V • VhF(x, Vu) = 0, see [Maz, GZ].

Observe, however, that the use of (3.27) requires some additional assumptions on

F. On the other hand, for /? = n the condition (3.26) is weaker than the usual

capacity density condition on CG, see [MS].

(b) The reasoning in Theorem 3.24 can also be used for p > n, but in this case al!

the results become easy to obtain by other methods. Note that the method fails for

p < n because of Corollary 2.17.
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(c) For ail p > 1 it is easy, by using Sobolev space methods, to prove the existence

of an F-extremal in the Wx-sense, see Remark 3.21. However, we are mainly

interested in continuous extremals up to the boundary since they play a central role

in the theory of subextremals.

3.28. Extremality as a local property. Suppose that F satisfies (a)-(d) and let u be

ACLP in G. Then u is an F-extremal in G if and only if each point x E G has a

neighborhood U C G such that u\U is an F-extremal in U. In other words, the

F-extremality is a local property. This follows from Theorem 3.18 since by the

partition of unity the same question for solutions of V • VhF(x, Vu) = 0 is trivial.

4. Properties of F-extremals. Holder-continuity of solutions of the equation

V -A(x, Vu) = 0 has been extensively studied, see e.g. [Mor, S]. In the borderline

case /? = n we employ a new method which gives a good estimate for the Holder-

exponent of F-extremals under minimal assumptions on F The same method also

gives Harnack's inequality. We close the section with some uniqueness problems and

convergence of extremals.

4.1. Holder-continuity. Let G be an open set in R" and suppose that F: G X R" -» 7?

satisfies the assumptions (a)-(c) of §3 for /? = n in G. With obvious changes the

following lemma remains true for all /? > 1.

4.2. Lemma (Standard estimate). Suppose that u is an F-extremal in G. 7/(7), C)

is a condenser in G, then

( \Vu\" dm ^ n"(ß(F)/a(F))ic(u, D)" cap„(D,C).
Jc

Proof. Let <p, 0<<p*£l, be admissible for the condenser E — (D,C), i.e.

w E W0(E), see 2.3. Choose an open set D' such that spt <p E D' E E D. The

function v = u- w"u belongs to Wl(D') n C(7J') and v = u on 37)'. Set ß = /8(F).

Since Vu = (1 — w")vu — nw"~xuvw, the assumptions (b) and (c) give

(4.3) F(x, Vv(x)) < (l - <p(x)")F(x, Vw(x)) + ßn" | u(x) |" | Vw(x) \"

for a.e. x £ G. As u gives the minimum, the inequality (4.3) yields

IF(u, D') *£ IF(v, D')< f (1 - w")F(x, Vu) dm + ßn"[ \u\"\ Vw \" dm
JD' JD'

and since <p | C — 1, we have

(4.4) IF(u, C)<ßn"( \u\"\ v<p \" dm < ßn" [ | u |" | v«p \" dm.
JD, J D

To prove Lemma 4.2 we may assume u>(u, D) < oo. If u is an F-extremal, u — infD u

is also, and since | u — infD u \" < w(w, 7))" in D, the inequality (4.4) implies

(4.5) IF(u, C) < ßn"(c(u, D)" f \Vw\" dm.
JD

Taking the infimum over all admissible <p for the condenser (D,C), the assumption

(c) and (4.5) give the inequality of Lemma 4.2.
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4.6. Remark. If u is an F-extremal in G, then u is monotone. For if this is not the

case, then u can be replaced by a constant function in some subdomain D EC G

and since u is not constant in D,

IF(u, D)>a(F)( | V« |" dm > 0.
JD

Hence u cannot give a minimum in D.

A combination of Lemmas 4.2 and 2.7 yields the Holder-continuity of F-

extremals.

4.7. Theorem. Suppose that u is an F-extremal in G. IfB"(x0, r) C B"(x0, R) C G,

then

co(u, B"(x0, r)) < e(r/R)"co(u, B"(x0, R)).

Here e is Neper's number, k = cn(a(F)/ß(F))x/n and cn depends only on n.

Proof. We may assume r<R. For t>0 set B(t) = B"(x0, t) and S(t) =

S"~x(x0, t). By Remark 4.6, u is monotone and hence for t < R

a(u,B(t)) = u(u,S(t)).

For 0 < r, < r2 < R set p = (rxr2)l/2. Then r, < p < r2 and Lemma 2.7 yields

(4.8) ío(u, B(rx))"log-<Anf     \vu\"dm.
r\ JB(p)

Lemma 4.2 applied to the condenser E = (B(r2), B(p)) implies together with (4.8)

(4.9) U(u,B(r,)y<c(ß(F)/a(F))CapnE(log(p/ri))-lu(u,B(r2))n

= c'(ß(F)/a(F))(log(r2/r]))-"U(u, B(r2))"

and c and c' depend only on n.

To complete the proof we iterate (4.9). Set k = (c'ß(F)/a(F))x/n and X = eeK. If

R > Xr, choose an integer m > 1 such that Xmr < R =£ Xm+Xr. An iteration of (4.9)

using the radii r, Xr, X2r,... ,Xmr gives

co(u, B(r)) < (K/logX)mU(u, B(Xmr)) = (r/Xmr)XA°%Xu(u, B(Xmr))

< A1/-(r/7v)'/eKW(M, B(R)) = e(r/R)]/eKu(u, B(R)).

If r< R^Xr, then e(r/R)x/eK ^ e(l/X)x/eK = I, and the above estimate is trivial.

This completes the proof.

4.10. Corollary. Suppose that u: R" -> R is an F-extremal and F satisfies (a)-(c)

in R" for p = n. If k is the constant of Theorem 4.7 and

\u(x)\
hm  —:—— = 0,

X-* oo       I X I

then u is a constant.
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4.11. Corollary (Liouville's theorem). Let u and F be as in 4.10. If u is

bounded, then u is a constant.

4.12. Remark. Liouville's theorem is usually proved via Harnack's inequality, see

[R3,p. 661; Gr].

4.13. Remark. It can be proved that every F-extremal u where F satisfies (a), (b'),

(c) and (d) for p = n belongs to loc Wx+e(G) and e > 0 depends only on n and

ß(F)/a(F), see [ME]. Sobolev's imbedding theorem then gives the Holder-continu-

ity of u. However, the proof for the n + e-integrabihty result requires more advanced

techniques than those applied here.

4.14. Harnack's inequality. Harnack's inequality for general second order quasilin-

ear elliptic equations is well known, see e.g. [S]. For F-extremals we present a simple

proof in the borderline case/? = n. We assume that F satisfies (a)-(c) in G for/? = n.

This proof is based on [Gr]. For our purposes the following form is adequate.

4.15. Theorem. Let u be a nonnegative F-extremal in G. If B"(x0, R) C G, then for

allO<r<R

sup   u < e-tfotf*/'»-1     inf    u.
B"(xB,r) B"(x0,r)

The constant c depends only on n and ß(F)/a(F).

For the proof an auxiliary result is needed. Let u be as in 4.15 and, in addition,

positive. Set v — log u.

4.16. Lemma. There is a constant c0 depending only on n and ß(F)/a(F) such that

}c | Vv \" dm < c0cap„ E for each condenser E = (D,C) in G.

Proof. We may assume that D CC G and that u > (n — l)1/n in D since

otherwise consider Xu for large X. Observe that Xu is an F,-extremal for the

variational kernel F,(x, A) = X"F(x, h/X) with the same structure constants as F.

Let <p, 0 < <p < 1, be admissible for E. Set h — u + w"ux~". Then A = u on 37) and

VA = (1 - (n - l)w"/u")vu + n(w"~x/u"-x)vw.

By convexity and (c) a.e. in 7)

F(x, VÄ) « (1 - (» - l)<pV«")F(x, V«) + ß(F)n"(n - l)'~" | V<p |"

and since u is minimizing in 7)

IF(u, D) « IF(h, D) < IF(u, D)-(n-l)f (w/u)"F(x, Vu) dm
JD

+ ß(F)n"(n- l)1""/*! Vw\"dm.
JD

This yields

(n - l)( (w/u)"F(x,Vu) dm ^ ß(F)n"(n - 1)'~" f' | Vw\" dm.
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The lower bound in (c) gives together with the fact w | C = 1

(n - l)a(F) f (| Vu \/u)n dm < (n - 1) f (w/u)"F(x, Vu) dm
Jc JD

<ß(F)n"(n- l)'""f | V<f>\"dm.
JD

This yields the required estimate.

Proof of Theorem 4.15. Let e > 0 and set v — log(u + e). Since u + e is an

F-extremal, the function u + e is monotone, see Remark 4.6. Thus v is also

monotone and we apply Lemma 4.16 to the condenser E = (B"(x0, R), B"(x0, p)),

p = (Rr)i/2, in G. Write B(t) = B"(x0, t), t > 0. Lemma 2.7 yields

<o(ü, B(r))"log(p/r) < f u(t>, B(t))"/tdt = f(o(v, dB(t))"/tdt
*r *r

<A„[     \w\"dm<c0Ancap„E

= CpAn<Jn-X(log(R/p))1  ".

This implies

log( supu + e) - log( inf u + e) < X = 2(cQAno>n_x)Wn(log(R/r)y\
V B(r) ' V B(r) '

Thus sup u + e < eA(inf u + e) and letting e -» 0 gives the result.

4.17. Uniqueness of extremals. If the condition (b) is replaced by (b'), then it is

easy to derive the uniqueness of F-extremals with given boundary data. In fact, this

result follows from the following comparison principle.

4.18. Theorem. Suppose that w, and u2 are F-extremals in a bounded open set G and

belong to C(G). If ux > u2 in dG, then ux > u2 in G.

Proof. Suppose that ux(x0) < u2(x0) at some point x0 £ G. If 0 < e < w2(x0) —

m,(x0), then there is a domain 7) E E G such that x0 £ D, v = ux + e = u2 in 37)

and v < u2 in D. Consider w — (v + u2)/2. Now v is also an F-extremal and hence

IF(ux, D) < IF(w, D) and IF(v, D) < IF(w, D). If E = {x £ 7): V«2(x) *

Vt?(x)}, then (b') yields for a.e. x E E

F(x, Vw(x)) < (F(x, Vu2(x)) + F(x, Vt?(x)))/2

and this holds as equality for a.e. x £ D\E. Thus

IF(w, D) < (lF(u2, D) + IF(v, D))/2 < IF(w, D),

if m(E) > 0. This shows m(E) = 0 and hence u2 — v = const. = 0 in D. Thus

u2 = m, + e in D and especially u2(x0) — «,(x0) = e. This contradiction proves the

theorem.

4.19. Corollary. Let ux and u2 be as in Theorem 4.18. If ux = u2 in dG, then

ux = u2 in G.
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4.20. Convergence of extremals. Using the comparison principle in Theorem 4.18 it

is easy to prove that the set of F-extremals is closed under uniform convergence.

Observe that the same question for solutions of the equation v ■ A(x, Vu) = 0

offers additional difficulties, see e.g. [Maz]. We assume that F satisfies (a), (b') and

(c) in an open set G with p — n. The same proof applies to all cases /? > 1 but then

the standard estimate 4.2 for these values of/? is used and Theorem 3.24 is replaced

by a deeper result.

4.21. Theorem. Let u¡, i = 1,2,..., be a sequence of F-extremals in G and suppose

that w, -» u0 uniformly on compact subsets of G. Then u0 is an F-extremal.

Proof. Let D C C G be a regular domain. Lemma 4.2 shows that u0 E C(D) 0

WX(D). Let e > 0. By Theorem 3.24 there is an F-extremal t>0 E C(tJ) n WX(D)

with boundary values u0 in 37). The function v0 + e is also an F-extremal. By the

uniform convergence u¡ < v0 + e in 37) for /' > i0. By Theorem 4.18, w, < v0 + e in

D and hence m0 *£ v0 + e. This shows u0 < t?0. The same reasoning shows that

u0 > v0 in 7). Consequently, u0 = v0 in D. Since this holds in each regular domain

D C C G, u0 is an F-extremal in G.

If an increasing family of F-extremals is considered, Harnack's principle is

obtained.

4.22. Theorem. Suppose that F satisfies (a), (b') and (c) in a domain G of R" with

p = n.Ifui is an increasing sequence of F-extremals in G, then either

(i) u¡ -» u0 uniformly on compact subsets of G, and u0 is an F-extremal in G, or

(ii) w,(x) -» oo at each point x E G.

Proof. Suppose that lim u¡(x0) < oo for some x0 E G. Since on a compact subset

£ of G the sequence u¡ is bounded from below by m = inf£ ux and u¡ — m is again

an F-extremal, Harnack's inequality 4.15 and an obvious covering of E U {x0} show

that «,;< M < oo in E. From this it follows that for each x £ G and 0 < R <

dist(x, 3G) there is M' < oo such that w(u„ B"(x, R))< M' for all i. Theorem 4.7

shows the equicontinuity of the family {u¡} at each x E G. Since w, is increasing, the

convergence must be uniform on compact subsets of G. Theorem 4.21 now gives the

result.

5. Sub-F-extremals. An upper semicontinuous function u: G -> R U { — oo}ina

plane open set G is called subharmonic if for all domains D C C G and all harmonic

functions h E C(D) in D the inequality A > u in 37) implies A > u in 7). A

subharmonic function is called regular if u E C2(G). It is well known that u is a

regular subharmonic function in G if and only if Au > 0 in G. This section is

devoted to the corresponding functions in plane and in space when the classical

plane Dirichlet kernel F(x, A) = | A |2 is replaced by a more general kernel F(x, A) in

the borderline case/? = n.

In comparison problems the uniqueness of an extremal with given boundary data

plays an essential role. Hence in the main result of this section, Theorem 5.17, we

shall use the condition (b'). It turns out that regular sub-F-extremals have a natural

interpretation as ACL" functions which obey the comparison principle.
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We also study an obstacle problem in the calculus of variations. The method

based on monotone functions, due to H. Lebesgue, has a certain extension even to

this situation and yields a relatively easy existence proof in our case/? = n.

5.1. Definition. Suppose that F satisfies (a)-(c) in an open set G C R". An upper

semicontinuous function w: G -> 7Ï U { — 00} is called a sub-F-extremal in G if for all

domains 7) E E G and all functions A E C(D) such that A is an F-extremal in D

A > u on 37) implies A > u in D.

The following lemma is obvious.

5.2. Lemma. Suppose that u and v are sub-F-extremals in G. Then max(w, v) and

u + X, X E R, are sub-F-extremals in G. If, in addition, F satisfies (e), then Xu, X > 0,

is a sub-F-extremal in G.

In order to check the comparison condition of Definition 5.1 it suffices to look at

regular subdomains of G and rather regular functions A.

5.3. Lemma. Let u: G -> RD { — 00} be upper semicontinuous. Then u is a sub-F-

extremal in G if and only if for all regular domains D CC G and all functions

h E C(D) fi Wp(D) which are F-extremals in D the condition h > u in 37) implies

h> u in D.

Proof. The above condition is clearly necessary. To show the converse let

7) E E G be a domain and A £ C(D) an F-extremal in 7) with A > u in 37). Let

x0 E 7) and e > 0. Since u is upper semicontinuous the set A = {x E D: h(x) + e >

u(x)} is open in 7) and contains 37). Thus there is a regular domain D' CC D such

that 37)' E A and x0 E D'. Now A E C(tJ') n WX(D') and since A + e is an

F-extremal in 7)', the condition of Lemma 5.3 gives h + e> u in D'. Hence

A(x0) + e > u(x0) and since e > 0 and x0 £ 7) were arbitrary, we have proved

A > u in D.

5.4. Definition. Suppose that F satisfies (a)-(c) in an open set G C R". A

sub-F-extremal u: G -» i? is called a regular sub-F-extremal if u is ACLP, i.e.

w E C(G) n locMK'(G).

5.5. Remark. Since A CL ''-functions form a lattice, Lemma 5.2 is also true for

regular sub-F-extremals.

Super-F-extremals and regular super-F-extremals are defined in a similar way.

Thus a lower semicontinuous function u: G -> 7\ U {00} is called a super-F-extremal

if for all domains D CC G and all F-extremals A £ C( D) in D the condition A < u

in 37) implies A *£ « in 7). It is clear that Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 remain, with obvious

modifications, true for super-F-extremals.

Next we characterize regular sub-F-extremals using variational and differential

inequalities in the case /? = n. To do this we solve a variational problem with an

obstacle.

5.6. A modification process with an obstacle. Let G C R" be a bounded open set

and u, v E C(G). For a E R we define two functions T* (u, a) and T¿ (u, a) on G

as follows: T¿ (u, a)(x) = a if there is a domain D C G such that x E 7), w(j>) > a

> u(j>)  for all y E D and  w(j) = a  for j E 37).  In  other points x E G set
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T* (u, a)(x) = u(x). The function T~ (u, a) is defined similarly. If there is a

domain D C G such that x £ D, u(y) < a < v(y) for all y £ 7) and «(>-) = a for

v £ 37), then r~ (u, a)(x) = a and 7^ (u, a)(x) — u(x) otherwise. Observe that if

supG v < infc u, the function T¿ (u, a) does not depend on v and we write T+ (u, a)

= T+ (u, a). Similarly, if infG t> > supc u, we write T~ (u,a) — T~ (u, a). We shall

only employ the functions T+ (u, a) and T~ (u, a).

For each domain D C G we set

u~ (u, D) = minw — nun«,   ¡i+ (u, D) = max« — max».

It is easy to see that the following lemma is true, cf. [Mor, Lemma 4.3.2].

5.7. Lemma, (a) T+ (u, a) < u in G and T+ (u, a) = u in dG.

(b) For each continuum S C G

to(T+(u,a),S)^u(u,S)

and thus T+ (u, a) is continuous on G.

(c) pT (T+ (u, a), D) < n~ (u, D), p.+ (T+ (u, a), D) < p+ (u, D) whenever D CG

is a domain.

(d) Ifu £ C(G) fl Wp\G), then T+ (u, a) £ C(G) n WX(G) and IF(T+ (u, a), G)

<IF(u,G).

Here the kernel F satisfies (a)-(c) in G.

A similar lemma holds for T~ (u, a). However, we need a corresponding obvious

lemma for T¿ (u, a) where u(x) > u(x) for all x £ G. Write w — T~ («, a).

5.8. Lemma, (a) w > u in G,w = u in dG, and v > w in G.

(b) u(w, S) < oi(u, S) whenever S C G is a continuum.

(c) p.- (w, D) < p.' («, D), u+ (w, D) < n+ (u, D).

(d) If in a domain D C G, min3z, w > a < inf^ v, then inf0 w > a.

(e) Ifu € C(G) n ^'(G), iAé-H w £ C(G) n Wp\G) and IF(w, G) < IF(u, G).

5.9. Lemma. Lei G be a bounded open set in R" and let F satisfy (a)-(c) in G.

Suppose that u £ C(G) C\ WX(G) and v E C(G) and that m *£ u in G. Then there is a

function w £ C(G) D WX(G) such that (i) w \ dG = u \ dG, (ii) w^v in G, (hi)

7F( w, G) < IF(u, G), and (iv) if D C G is a domain, then

co(w, D) < max(w(w, 37)), u(v, D)).

5.10. Remark. This lemma extends a result of H. Lebesgue [L], cf. Lemma 3.23. It

reduces to Lemma 3.23 if the obstacle v has no effect, i.e. w can be chosen to be

monotone by taking t?(x) = supG u for all x £ G and then co(w, D) = <o(w, 37)) by

(iv).

Proof of Lemma 5.9. Let M = supG u and m = infG u. For /= 1,2,... set

atJ — M — 2~'j(M — m), j — 1,... ,2' — 1. Define a family w,7, i = 1,2,..., j =

1,... ,2' - 1, of functions in C(G) D WX(G) inductively as follows:

wu = T+(u,aXi),

wi\ = T+(wi-\,2>->-\>an)>       ¿ = 2,3,...,

w,7 = F+ ( W/ , „ a,,),       i = 2,3,..., 2 <j < 2' - 1.
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Set/ = wfX. Lemma 5.7 gives the following properties of the functions/.

(I) u >fx >f2 > • • • in G,f, = u in 3G.
(II) The family {/} is equicontinuous and bounded.

(Ill)/ E C(G) n Wp\G).

(IV) IF(f, G) < IF(u, G) and by the assumption (c) of 3.1 the sequence || v/ Il p is

bounded.

Let /be the uniform limit of the sequence (/). It is not difficult to see that by the

construction

(5.11) p+(fi,D)<2-'+x(M-m)

for every domain D CG. Thus /£ C(G) n Wp\G), /< v in G, /= u in 3G,

/i+(/, 7)) = 0 for every domain D C G, and by the semicontinuity Theorem 3.10,

7F(/,G)<7F(«,G).
Next we employ the same construction but using the function T~ and starting

with /. For i— 1,2,... and j = 1,...,2' — 1 we define new numbers a, and

functions wfJ inductively as follows:

atj = m + 2~'j(M — m),

w\\ = ?;"(/. «ii)>

wn = 3T("i-i,a'-«-i»«ii).       i = 2,3,...,

w,7 = 7r(^,y-i.«/y).       1 = 2,3,...,; = 2,...,2'- 1.

Set again/ = wjX, i = 1,2.Then Lemma 5.8 and (5.11) yield:

(I)/</i </2 < • • • < »in G,/, = «indG,
(II) the family/ is equicontinuous,

(III)/ E C(G) n f%'(G), 7F(/, G) < IF(u, G) and hence the sequence \\vf\\p is

bounded, and

(IV) /x+ (/, 7)) = 0 for all domains D C G.

By construction it is easy to see, using Lemma 5.8(d), that

(5.12) inf/. > mini Mf„ info) -2-'+1(M-w)
O v 9Z) D      '

for each domain D C G. Let w be the uniform limit of the sequence/. Now w clearly

satisfies the properties (i)-(iii) and it remains to verify (iv).

To this end let D E G be a domain. Then (IV) and (5.12) yield

u(w, D) = supw — inf w < supw — mini infw, inf v).
3D a o

If c = min(inf3n vv.inf^, v) = inf3D »v, we have proved (iv). If c — infn v, then since

W < V,

u(w, D) < supw — infu < supt? — inft> = w(u, D).
3D D n D

Thus (iv) again follows. This completes the proof.

5.13. Remark. Lemma 5.9 can be used in obstacle problems in a similar fashion as

monotone functions in free variational problems. The next subsection contains an

application of this type.
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5.14. Variational problem with an obstacle. Suppose that F: G X R" -> R satisfies

(a)-(c) in a regular bounded open set G of R" with p = n. Let v, h E C(G) and

suppose that the set

f(ü, A) = {w £ C(G) n WX(G): w =s t? in G, w = h in 3G}

is nonempty.

5.15. Theorem. There is u E f(t>, A) sucA /Aa/ IF(u,G) = inf {7F(w, G): w £

Proof. The proof is based on Lemmas 5.9 and 2.10. By Lemma 5.9 there is a

minimizing sequence wi. E <§(v, A) such that on each domain D C G

u(w¡, D) < max(u(wi, 37)), <¿(v, D)).

By Lemma 2.10 the sequence w¡ is equicontinuous. The rest of the proof is similar to

the proof of Theorem 3.24.

5.16. Variational and differential inequalities for regular sub-F-extremals. Assume

that F: G X R" -» R satisfies (a), (b'), (c) and (d) of 3.1 in an open set G of R" for

p = n.

5.17. Theorem. Let u be an ACL"-function in G. Then the following conditions are

equivalent:

(i) u is a regular sub-F-extremal in G.

(ii) For all nonnegative w E C0X(G)

(5.18) j     F(x,Vu)dm<f     F(x,v(u - w)) dm.
*Spt <p Spt <jD

(hi) For all nonnegative w E C0X(G)

(5.19) f VhF(x, Vu)- Vwdm < 0.
JG

Proof. We first show (i) => (ii). Let m be a regular sub-F-extremal in G and let

D C C G be a regular domain. Write <3(u) = (u E Cío) n WX(D): v =s «, « = u in

37)}. By Theorem 5.15 there is w £ ^(u) with

7F(w, 7)) = inf{7F(t>, D): v £ <5{u)}.

If 7F(«, 7)) < 7F(w, D), then for all nonnegative w E C0X(D), IF(u, D) <

IF(u — w, D) and (5.18) follows. We show that the case IF(u, D)> IF(w, D) is

impossible.

To this end let A be a component of the open set {x £ 7): w(x) < u(x)}. Now

w = « in 3,4. Let rj £ C0X(A), | n |< 1, and set A = minsptJ(H(x) - w(x)) > 0. Let

| e | < X. Then er? « u — w in A and hence w + e tj < « in A. By the definition of w,

IF(w, A) «£ 7F(w + erj, ^) for all | e |< X. But now we can use the proof of Theorem

3.18 to conclude

(5.20) f VhF(x, vw)- vvdm = 0
Ja
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for all T) E C^A), |tj|< 1.  Clearly (5.20) then holds for all ïj E q?(A). By

Theorem 3.18 the function w is an F-extremal in A. By (i), w > u in A, hence A =■ 0.

Consequently, w > u in 7) and thus w = m which shows 7F(w, D) — IF(u, D) and

the second case is impossible.

Next we prove (ii) =» (iiii). Let <p £ C0X(G) be nonnegative and e > 0. By (ii)

•V <p e

Thus, cf. the proof of Theorem 3.18,

i      „/          -,                    /"              F(x, Vu) — F(x, v(u — ew))  ,
/ VhF(x, Vu)- Vwdm= lim     v ;-v        v-— dm

JG •'sptipE-O £

= hm(      ^VM)-F(x,v(,-£«p))^^0

e-*0 •'spt cp £

This shows that (5.19) holds.

To complete the proof it remains to show (iii) => (i). Suppose that (i) is not true.

Then there is, by Lemma 5.3, a domain D CC G and an F-extremal A E C(D) n

WX(D) such that A ̂  u in 37) but A(x0) < w(x0) at some point x0 £ D. Choosing a

smaller subdomain of 7) we may assume that A = « in 37) and A < u in 7). Setting

<p = m — A in D we obtain a function <p E Wn'0(7)) with <p > 0. Since (5.19) clearly

holds for nonnegative functions in Wxß(G), it is true for the function <p. On the other

hand, (b') and (d) of 3.1 imply for a.e. x E G

F(x, A2) - F(x, A,) < VhF(x, h2)- (h2 - A,).

Hence 7f(m, D) — IF(h, D) «£ }D vbF(x, Vu) • V<p dm < 0. This means that u is a

minimizing function in D with boundary values u\dD — h\ 37). Now Theorem 4.18

yields u = A in 7) and the case A < m in D is impossible. This completes the proof of

the theorem.

5.21. Remark. Let u be an ACL"-function in G. The following fact can be easily

derived from (iii) of Theorem 5.17. The function « is a regular sub-F-extremal in G if

and only if for every x E G there is a neighborhood U such that u \ U is a regular

sub-F-extremal in U. In other words, regular sub-F-extremality is a local property.

5.22. Sub-F-extremality as a local property. In the last section we need the sub-F-

extremality as a local property. This is well known in the classical subharmonic case.

The celebrated method of H. A. Schwarz is used to prove a result of this type.

We assume that G is an open set in R" and F satisfies (a), (b'), (c) and (d) for

p — n in G.

A family % of domains V C C G is called a regular base in G if for all domains

7) E G and compact set K C D there is a finite subfamily Vx,...,Vkinc$> such that

K C UVj C D and any union of the sets Vx,..., Vk is a regular open set in the sense

of 2.9. The subfamily {Vt} is called a regular cover of K in D.

Let u: G ->[ — oo, oo) be an upper semicontinuous function and D C C G an open

set. We say that u satisfies the F-comparison principle in D if for each F-extremal

A £ C(tJ) n WX(D) in 7) the condition A > u in 37) implies A > u in D. By Lemma
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5.3, « is a sub-F-extremal if u satisfies the F-comparison principle in all regular

domains D CC G. The next lemma still restricts the class of domains D needed.

5.23. Lemma. Let % be a regular base in G. If u satisfies the F-comparison principle

in each V E%, then u is a sub-F-extremal.

Proof. By Lemma 5.3 it suffices to show that u satisfies the F-comparison

principle in each regular domain D CC G. Let A £ C(D) n WX(D) be an F-

extremal in 7) and A 5s u in 37). Fix e > 0. By the upper semicontinuity of u the set

K = {x E D: u(x) ^ h(x) + e} is compact in 7). Since % is a regular base, there is a

regular cover {Vx,...,Vk} C<$> oí K in D. Set V = U V¡. If x £ dV, then u(x) <

h(x) + e and it remains to show that the same holds in V. By induction it suffices to

prove the following lemma.

5.24. Lemma. Suppose that U, V and U U V are regular domains in G. Ifu satisfies

the F-comparison principle in U and in V, then it satisfies the same principle in Í/UK

Proof. For the proof the method of H. A. Schwarz is used. Set W = U U V. Let

e > 0 and let A £ C(W) n WX(W) be an F-extremal in W with A > u + e in dW.

Pick tp, £ C(W) n WX(W) such that <p, ̂  u in IT and tp, ~ A in dW. To complete

the proof we construct an F-extremal w £ C(IT) D H^'(W) with boundary values A

and w > u in W. Theorem 4.18 then imphes h — w and thus h> u.

Consider the set

<f= [yp E C(W) n Wnx(W): yp = h in dW, yp > w¡ in W).

Now Theorem 5.15 holds, by symmetry, as well if the obstacle <p, restricts the

functions \p from below. Hence there is ypx £ 'S7 with

lF(yPx,W) = ini{lF(yp,W):ypE<$}.

If now <p £ C0°°(WO, <p > 0, then 7F(^„ W) < 7F(^, + <p, HO and by Theorem 5.17

for regular super-F-extremals, ypx is a regular super-F-extremal in W. Starting from

ypx we construct a sequence of functions vt, i = 0,1,2,..., as follows. Set v0 — ypx.

Let vx E C(W) n WX(W) be the F-extremal in t/ with boundary values v0 and in

W\U, t>, = i?0 and continue by induction: v2i is the F-extremal in V with boundary

values v2i_x and in W\V, v2i = v2i_x, v2i+x is the F-extremal with boundary values

v2l in Uand v2i+, = o2/ in W\U, i =1,2,.... Then u, £ C(W) n ^'(H7) and

(5.25) Z^o,, IT) >/,(ol+„ *F).

On the other hand, each t?, is a super-F-extremal and v0 > v, > v2 > ■ ■ ■ > u since

the comparison principle holds in U and in V. Hence the limit w = lim,-00 v¡ exists

in W and w > u.

Next we show that the sequence t?, tends to w uniformly. For this it clearly suffices

to show that the sequence v¡ is equicontinuous in W. Let x0 E W. Since o0 > c, > • • •

and the sequence o¡ is bounded and either vi or t?/+] is an F-extremal in a

neighborhood of x0, Theorem 4.7 implies the equicontinuity of t>,'s at x0. If

x0 E dW\(dU n dV), then each v¡, i > 2, is monotone in W C\ B, where 7i is a fixed

neighborhood of x0 and since 7F(t>,, W) < AÍ < oo, we can use the proof of Lemma
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2.10, see also Corollary 2.17, to conclude the equicontinuity at x0. Finally, let

x0 E dW Pi dU fi dV. We may assume x0 = 0. Suppose that the sequence u, is not

equicontinuous at 0. Then there is e > 0 such that for each r > 0 there is some v¡,

i 3= 2, with u(v„ W<lB"(r)) > e. Pick p > 0 such that for t £ (0, p), S"~\t) n dW

¥= 0 and w(t//„ WPiB"(p)) < e/8. For r E (0, p) let <o(t?„ W CiB"(r)) > e and set

ul(x)=-e(ypx(0)-e/4-vi(x)).

Write A = (x E ^nTJ^p): m,(x) > 1}. Then A n 77n(r) ̂  0 andJclf. Now

^ meets each S"~x(t), t E (r, p), since if B is a component of A in 7?"(0> then

v,(x) = ypx(0) - 3e/4 in dB and ü,(x) < t//,(0) - 3e/4 in B. Since «,., / > 2, is a

super-F-extremal, it cannot have an essential minimum. Thus B — 0.

We can now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.10. With suitably chosen

spherical caps C(x„ <pr) C S"~l(t) n W, t £ (r, p), «(«,., C(x„ <p,)) > 1 and

log(pA) < /""«(«„ C(x„ wt))n/tdt
Jr

<aJ \ Vu¡ \" dm = An(2/e)n f \ Vt?,-1" dm
Jw Jw

< Atta(F)~\2/e)nIF(v,, W) < Ana(F)'\2/e)nM < oo

where Lemma 2.7 has been used. Letting r -» 0 gives a contradiction.

Thus w E CÍW7) and w = A in 3IT. Since 7F(t?,., H7) < M, w E W„X(W). Since ^ is

an F-extremal either in U or in V, Theorem 4.21 implies that w is an F-extremal in U

and in V. Since the F-extremality is a local property, w is an F-extremal in W. This

completes the proof.

6. Quasiregular mappings and variational integrals. This section is devoted to the

invariance of variational integrals under quasiconformal and quasiregular mappings.

6.1. Quasiregular mappings and variational kernels. Let G and G' be open sets in

R" and /: G -> G' a continuous map such that the partial derivatives of the

coordinate functions of / exist a.e. in G. Suppose that F: G' X R" -> R satisfies

(a)-(c) for/? = n in G'. Define/* F: G X R" -+ R as

rF(x /t)=M/(*)»A*,/),/7'(*r1*>«)> m*./)*o,
I | A |",   if J(x, /) = 0 or/(x, /) does not exist.

By A* we denote the adjoint of a linear mapping A : R" -> Ä".

A continuous mapping/: G -» G' is called quasiregular (qr) if /is /1CL" and for

someK> 1

(6.2) \f'(x)\"^KJ(x,f)

a.e. in G. Here | A | is the sup-norm of a linear map /I. The smallest ^ for which (6.2)

holds is denoted by K0(f), the outer dilatation of/. The inner dilatation K,(f) of/

is defined as the smallest for which the inequality

(6.3) Kl(f'(x))">J(x,f)

holds a.e. in G. Here l(f'(x)) = inf|A| = 1 |/'(x)A | .
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For the theory of qr mappings we refer to [MRV1]. For later applications we

recall some basic properties of these mappings. If G E R" is a domain and/: G ^> G'

is qr, then / is either a constant or a discrete, open, and sense-preserving mapping

[R3]. In the latter case a domain D CC G is called a normal domain of / if

fdD = 3/7). Then / defines a closed mapping D -> fD which is finite-to-one. From

[MRV1] it follows that N(f, D) = 2xer.(y)nD i(x, f) for all y E fD. Here N(f, D)
= supyeRncard( f~\ y) n D) < oo and i(x, f) is the local topological index of /at

x. Note that for each x £ G there exists r0 > 0 such that for 0 < r < r0 the

x-component i/(x, /, r) of f~xB"(f(x), r) is a normal domain of/with the addi-

tional property U(x, f, r) nf'(/(r)) = {x}. Then U(x, /, r) is called a normal

neighborhood of x. We shall also use the analytic properties of/e.g. if A C G, then

m(A) = 0 if and only if m( fA) = 0 and /is a.e. differentiable, see [MRV1].

A mapping /: G -* G' is called quasiconformal (qc) if it is quasiregular and

injective. Observe that if/: G -> G' is a qc homeomorphism, then/^1: G' -» G is also

a qc map and JC0(/) = K,( f"1) and £,(/) = K0(f~l), see [V],

The connection between F and /^ F is given by the following lemma.

6.4. Lemma. Suppose that f: G -» G' « gr and F: G' X 7?" -» 7? satisfies the

assumptions (a)-(c) /or p — n in G'. Then f* F satisfies the same assumptions in G for

p — n and

a(fF)>K0(f)-]a(F),   ß(fF)<K,(f)ß(F).

Moreover, if F satisfies (b'), (d) or (e) in G', then f* F satisfies the same assumptions in

G.

Proof. Considering separately the components of G we may assume that G is a

domain. If / is a constant map, then K0(f)= 1 = K,(f), and the result is

immediate. Suppose that / is nonconstant. Let A = {x E G: J(x, /) > 0 and / is

differentiable at x}. Since m(fC) = 0 if and only if m(C) = 0, see [MRV1, Theorem

8.4], the assumptions (a) and (b) for f* F follow easily. For a.e. x E A and all

A ER"

(6.5) f F(x, h) = F(f(x), J(x, f)V"f'(x)-'*h)

« ß(F)J(x, f) \f'(x)-]'h |" < ß(F)J(x, f) |/'(x)_1 I»| A I"

where the assumption (c) for F has been used. On the other hand

(6.6) \f'(x)~] \" < Jfi,(/)det(/'(x)-1) = K,(f)j(x, /)"'

a.e. in A. Thus (6.5) yields f F(x, A) < K,(f)ß(F) | A |".
Since m(G\A) = 0, see [MRV, 2.26 and 8.2], this holds a.e. in G. The lower

bound follows similarly using the inequality l(f'(x)~x)" > K0(f)~x det(/'(jc)_l)

a.e. in G. The assumptions (b'), (d), and (e) for f° F are immediate. The lemma

follows.

6.7. Invariance of variational integrals. If/: G -» G' is a conformai mapping, then

F and f* F are essentially of the same character whenever F satisfies (a)-(c) for

p — n in G'. If F, in addition, satisfies (e), then this invariance property can be

expressed in terms of the integrals 7F and lp-F.
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We start with a well-known fact, see [V, p. 113; RR, Theorem 2, p. 363; G,

Theorem 6.3]. Suppose that /: G -» G' is a qc homeomorphism and A: G' -* R a

measurable function. Then for each measurable A CG'

(6.8) (hdm=f    h(f(x))J(x,f)dm(x),
ja Jr'A

if one of the integrals in (6.8) exists.

We shall frequently use the following lemma. We assume that F: G' X R" -» R

satisfies (a)-(c) for /? = n in G'.

6.9. Lemma. Suppose that u is an ACL"-function in G' and that f: G -» G' is qr.

Then v = u ° fis ACL" in G and

(6.10) Vt?(x)=/'(x)*V«(/(x))

a.e. in G. Furthermore, if D E E G is a normal domain off, then

(6.11) [ F(f(x),Vu(f(x)))J(x, f)dm(x) = N(f, D) [ F(y,Vu(y)) dm(y).
JD JfD

Proof. We may assume that G is a domain and / is nonconstant. Since / is a.e.

differentiable, (6.10) holds. Next we prove the formula (6.11). For this express

fD\f(D n Bf), Bf being the branch set of /[MRV1, p. 7], as a countable union of

essentially disjoint closed cubes Q¡. Using then the fact that m(Bf) = 0 = m(fBf),

see [MRV1, 8.3 and 2.27], and that there exist exactly N(f, 7))-components oíf^xQ¡

in D, the formula (6.11) follows from (6.8).

For the rest of the proof observe that v is clearly continuous. Since the ACL"-

property is local and every point of G belongs to some normal domain D, it remains

to show that v E WX(D).

To this end, choose a sequence u¡ E CX(G') such that u¡ -> u uniformly in/7) and

V«,— Vw in L"(fD). Set t?, = w, °/. Then t>, is clearly ACL in G. Choose

F(y, h) =| A |" in (6.11). By (6.10) and (6.11)

f | wi\"dm = f \f'(x)*vui(f(x)) \"dm(x)

<*„(/)/ \vui(f(x))\"J(x,f)dm(x)
JD

= K0(f)N(f,D)f  \vu,\"dm
JfD

where the quasiregularity of/has also been used. This shows that the sequence ( Vt>, )

is bounded in L"(D). Since v¡ -» t? uniformly in D, v £ WX(D). Thus v is ACL".

This completes the proof.

The next lemma shows the invariance of variational integrals in the qc case. We

assume that F satisfies (a)-(c) and (e) for p = n in G'.

6.12. Lemma. Suppose that u is an ACL"-function on G' and that f: G -» G' is a qc

homeomorphism. Then IF(u, A) — I¡*F{u ° f, f~xA) for each measurable set A C G'.
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Proof. Since J(x, /) > 0 a.e. and 7F(u, A) certainly exists, we may apply (6.8).

Then by (6.10) and (e)

IrF{uof,r'A)^(    F{f(x),J(x,f)l/nf'(x)-l*f'(x)*Vu(f(x)))dm(x)
Jf~'A

= f    J(x, f)F(f(x), Vu(f(x))) dm(x) = IF(u, A).

This proves the lemma.

In the qr case the following counterpart of Lemma 6.12 is adequate for our

purposes.

6.13. Lemma. Let f: G -» G' be a nonconstant qr mapping and G C R" a domain. If

D CC G is a normal domain of f, then If*F(u ° f, D) = iV(/, D)IF(u, fD) for all

ACL"-functions u in G'.

Proof. By Lemma 6.9, v — u ° /is ACL" in G and thus Ij*F(v, D) is finite. Since

J(x, /) > 0 a.e., see [MRV1, 8.2], the formulas (6.11) and (6.10) and the definition

of f* F yield as in the proof of Lemma 6.12

IrF(v, D) = [ J(x, f)F(f(x),Vu(f(x))) dm(x)

= N(f, D)f F(y, Vu) dm(y) = N(f, D)lF(u, fD).
JfD

This completes the proof.

7. Quasiregular mappings and F-extremals. Harmonic and subharmonic functions

remain invariant under composition with analytic functions. This section is devoted

to the corresponding invariance properties of F-extremals and sub-F-extremals with

respect to quasiregular mappings. The case of F-extremals has been studied by Yu.

Resetnjak [R4] in a special case, see Remark 3.4. However, our method is different.

We first consider the quasiconformal case.

7.1. Theorem. Let F: G' X R" -> R be a variational kernel satisfying (a)-(c) in an

open set G' C R" for p — n. If f: G -> G' is a qc homeomorphism, then a function u in

G' is a sub-F-extremal, a regular sub-F-extremal or an F-extremal if and only ifu° fis

a corresponding f* F-extremal in G.

Proof. For a.e. y E G', r^f F(y> h) = F(y> «) for all A £ 7?". Thus it suffices

to prove the only if part. Suppose first that u: G' -* R is an F-extremal. Let D CC G

and set 7)' = fD. Fix v £ C(D) n WX(D) with t; | 37) = u ° f\ 37). An application

of Lemma 6.12 twice and the extremahty of u in D' yield

IrF(u of,D) = IF(u, D>) < IF(v o r\ D')

= IrF(vorl°f,D) = IrF(v,D).

This shows that u ° /is an f* F-extremal in G.

Suppose next that m:G'->7<U{ — oojisa sub-F-extremal. Let again 7) E E G be

a domain and D' — fD. If A £ C(D) is an f* F-extremal in 7) with A > u ° fin 37),
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then, as we just have seen, A ° f~x is an F-extremal in D'. On the other hand,

h ° f~x > u in dD' and since m is a sub-F-extremal, A ° f~x > u in 7)'. This proves

A > u ° / in 7) and since u ° / is clearly upper semicontinuous, u ° f is a sub-F-

extremal in G.

In view of the above considerations the case of regular subextremals is clear, since

if u is ACL" in G', then by Lemma 6.9, u ° /is ACL" in G. The proof is complete.

7.2. Quasiregular mappings. It is well known that if/: G -» G' is analytic from an

open set G C R2 into an open set G' E 7?2, then u ° f is harmonic or C2-sub-

harmonic in G whenever m is a similar function in G' and the proof for these two

facts is elementary. If u is subharmonic, then u ° f is also subharmonic. The proof

usually employs the submean property of subharmonic functions and the local

behavior of analytic functions at a point, cf. [HK, p. 53]. Here we prove that all

classes of F-extremals remain invariant under composition of quasiregular map-

pings.

To study the above problems a certain "lifting" of functions defined on G to G' is

needed. These studies have their origin in [Ml].

Suppose that G is a domain and G' an open set in R" and /: G -* G' is a

nonconstant qr mapping. Let D be a normal domain of / and let v: D -* R be a

function. For v £ fD set

(7-3) v*^ = WTlT)        2       Kx,f)v(x).

In the following three lemmas we study the properties of the function v*. We assume

that F: G' X R" -» R satisfies the assumptions (a)-(c) and (e) for/? = n.

1A. Lemma. Suppose that v £ C(D) n WX(D). Then v* belongs to C(fD) D

Wx(fD)and

(7-5) N(f,D)lF(v*,fD)^IrF(v,D).

Proof. We first show that v* is continuous on fD. Fix y E fD. Let e > 0. Then the

continuity of v and [MRV1, 2.9 and 2.10] show that there is r E (0,dist( v, 3/7)))

such that for all x E f~x(y) fl 7) the x-component U(x, f, r) of f~xB"(y, r) is a

normal neighborhood of x and | v(x') — v(x) |< e for all x' E U(x, f, r). Fix such

an r. Set U¡ = U(x„ f, r) for x, Ef~x(y) n 7), i = 1,2,... ,k, and t/ = U [/,. Let

/ E B"(y, r). Then/ '( v') n 7) E {/ and

»•(/)- »*(>0
1

N(f,D)

1

2     /(*',/)*(*')- 2'■(*„/>(*,)
x'e/~'(y) nz) i=i

*(/,£)
2Í     2     '(*',/>(*')-'■(*„/)»(*,))

(v')nt/, '

<£,

|'=1   V'Ef1

since 2x.eri(r.)ni/i/(x',/) = /'(x,,/) and 2l=xi(xi, f) = N(f, D), see 6.1. This

proves the continuity of v*.
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Suppose for a moment that v* is ACL in fD. We show that (7.5) holds in this case.

For this we follow [Ml]. Since m(fBf) = 0, we may express the open set

fD\f(BfHD)

as a union of essentially disjoint closed cubes Q¡, i = 1,2,..., and m(fD\ U Q¡) =

0. Set k = N(f, D) and Q? = int Q¡. Then each D (~)f-xQ? consists of k disjoint

domains D/,j= 1,2,...,k, and Df is mapped quasiconformally by / onto Q°. It

suffices to show

/       k        \

(7.6) kIF{v*,Q°)^IrF\v, U D{   .
\        7=1 /

To this end fix i and set g} = (f\ D/)~x. Fot y £ Q?, v*(y) = j2k=xv(gj(y)) and

Vv*(y) = j~2j=x V(v ° gj)(y) a.e. in <2,°- Since Fis convex,

1    k

F(y,Vv*(y))<T 2 F(y, v(v ° gj)(y))
7=1

a.e. in g,°. Thus by Lemma 6.12

k k

kIF(v*, of) < 2 IF(v o gy, g») = 2 /fi.^(c ° gy o gj\ D/)
7=1 >=1

At

= ?,IrF{v,DÍ).
7=1

This proves (7.6). Since

a(F)(  \vv*\"dm<IF(v*,fD),
JfD

(7.5) and Lemma 6.4 imply that t?* E Wx(fD).

If v E CX(D), then the proof of [Ml, Lemma 5.5] shows that v* is ACL in fD.

Suppose now that v E C(D) n WX(D). Then there exists a sequence v¡ E C°°(D)

such that u, -» u locally uniformly in 7) and Vt>, -» vt> in L"(D). Since for each

yEfD

\v*(y) - v*(y)\^       sup       \v,(x) - v(x)\ ,
xEf^'(y)nD

v* -> t>* locally uniformly in /7). On the other hand we have just shown that (7.5)

holds for v¡, hence by Lemma 6.4

a(F)fjw*\"dm<IF(vf,fD)^1~^IrF(v„D)

^ß(F)KI(f)  r

<    N(f,D)    /J^,l^.

Since the sequence || Vt?, II „ is bounded, passing to a subsequence, if necessary, Vv*

converges weakly in L"(fD) to Vt>*. Consequently, v* £ Wx(fD). But if v* E

C(fD) n Wx(fD), then we have showed that (7.5) holds. This completes the proof.
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7.7. Lemma. Suppose that v E C(D) and v = u ° / on 37) for some u E C(dfD).

Then v* has a continuous extension to 3/7), denoted again by v*, and v* = u on 3/7).

Proof. By Tietze's extension theorem we may assume that u £ C(R"). Let (>>,) be

a sequence of points in fD with v, -» y0 £ 3/7). Using the fact that / is discrete and

open and that 7) is a normal domain of/, it is easy to see that for each e > 0 there is

Ô > 0 such that for E CfD, dist(F, 3/7)) < 8 implies dist(/~'F n 7), 37)) < e. Let

e > 0. Since v = u ° / on 37) and w and « are continuous, it is possible to apply the

above fact to the set F, = {yjt yi+x,...} and obtain ¿0 such that | t?(x) — u(fix)) |< e

for x £ f~ '(F,o) D 7). Then for i > i0

\v*(y¡) - u(y0)\^\v*(y¡) - u{y¡)\ +\u(yt) - u(y0) |

1

<£+ |"(.y,-) - "(/o) I -

2        «(*,/)(»(*)-«(/(*)))+ !"(>',) - «(.Ko)

Thus lim u*(j,) = u(yQ) and the lemma follows.

7.8. Remark. If 7) is a normal domain for /, then it is possible to define vx:

fD-+R using the formula (7.3) in fD. However, this vx is not always continuous in fD.

To see this consider the plane analytic function fiz) = z2 and a normal domain D of

/ such that fD = B2(l, 1). Let i?(x) = 1 for all x £ R2. Then t>,(0) = 2^1 =

lim^o vx(y), .V £ fD- Observe that if v has compact support in D, so has v* in /D

and the above situation cannot occur.

7.9. Lemma. Suppose that v E C(D) n W„'(7)) and v is an f* F-extremal in D. If

v = u ° f for some u E C(fdD), then v* is an F-extremal in fD.

Proof. Let w E C(fD) n W„x(fD) be such that w = v* on 3/7). By Lemma 7.7,

w°f=v*°f=u°f—v in 37), thus Lemma 6.13, the extremality of v, and

Lemma 7.4 yield

N(f, D)IF(w, fD) = IrF(w o /, 7>) > IrF(v, D) > N(f, D)IF(v*, fD).

Hence 7F(vt>, fD) s* 7F(t>*, /D). This completes the proof.

7.10. Theorem. Suppose that f: G -» G' ü quasiregular and F: G' X R" -> R

satisfies the assumptions (a), (b'), (c)-(e) in G'. If u is an F-extremal, a regular

sub-F-extremal or a sub-F-extremal in G', then u° f is a corresponding f* F-extremal

in G.

Proof. By Lemma 6.9 it suffices to consider the cases: (i) u is an F-extremal and

(ii) « is a sub-F-extremal. Clearly we may assume that G is a domain and / is

nonconstant.

Case (i). Let u be an F-extremal in G'. Set v = u ° /. Then, by Lemma 6.9, v is

ACL" in G. Since the f* F-extremality is a local property, see Remark 3.28, it

suffices to show that v is an f* F-extremal in a normal neighborhood U — U(x0, f, r)
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of x0 E G. Since a normal neighborhood is a normal domain, we may apply the

previous lemmas. Let w £ C(U) n WX(U) with w — v on dU. Consider w*: fU -» R.

By Lemma 7.7 w* = u on dfU and by the extremality of u, Lemma 7.4, and Lemma

6.13

IrF(w,U) > N(f,U)IF(w*, fU)^ N(f,U)IF(u, fU) = IrF(v,U),

which proves the/5* F-extremality of v.

Case (ii). Let « be a sub-F-extremal in G'. Set v = « ° /. First we show that v

satisfies the fi* F-comparison principle, see 5.22, in each regular normal domain D of

/•
Let D be a regular normal domain of/and e > 0. Let A £ C(D) n W„'(7)) be an

/* F-extremal in 7) with A > v + e in 37). There is a function \P £ CíJT)) n Wnx(fD)

with h> yp o f in 37) and xp> u in 3/7). Let A, be the /^ F-extremal in 7) with

boundary values yp ° fin 37). Then A > A, in 7) and it remains to show A, > t> in D.

To this end observe that by Lemmas 7.7 and 7.9, A* = \p on 3/7) and A* is an

F-extremal in fD. Thus h\*>u in fD and by the uniqueness of f* F-extremals,

A, = A* ° /. Hence A, = h\* ° f >> u ° f = v in D. We have shown that v satisfies the

comparison principle in 7).

By Lemma 5.23 it now suffices to show that G has a regular base consisting only

of regular normal domains. In G' we first introduce a simple regular base %'.

Consider for/ = 1,2,... the standard subdivision of R" into open disjoint cubes Q

parallel to the coordinate axes and side length 2~j. For each such Q let Q' denote the

enlargement of Q with side length 5 2~J/4 and with the same center. Let Aj be the

set of all cubes Q' in G'. Then <$' = ÖAj is a regular base in G' and it has the

following property: If D' C G' is a domain and K' compact in D', then there is/0

such that for/ >j0 the finite collection {Q' E Ay. Q' n K' ¥= 0 } is a regular cover

of 7T in 7)'.

In G we proceed as follows. Let % be the family of all normal domains D in G

such that 7) is a component oif~ XQ' for some g' £ 9>'. We show that ÍB is a regular

base for G. Let F E G be a domain and K compact in V. It is easy to see that there

isy0 such that for/ s*/0 the finite collection

Cj• = (7) £ <S : fD = Q', Q'GAj,D n K ¥= 0}

covers K and U Cy E V. Let/ =/0 + 1 and Ç = (7),,.. .,Dk}. If 7/ is a union of

some subfamily of Cj's, say C/ = Uf=1 7),, 1 </? < k, it remains to show that 37/ is

without point components.

To this end let x0 E dU. We may assume that Dx,... ,D¡, 1 </</?, are those D/s

whose closure contains x0. Write Q¡ = fD¡, 1 < i < /, and F= U'=1£)('. Then

/(x0) £ 3F and there is at least one cube Q' E Aj such that/(x0) E Q' and Q' ¥= Q'¡

for /' = 1,...,/. Choose a nondegenerate curve y starting at/(x0) inside Q'\P. A lift

Y* of y starting at x0, see [MRV1, Lemma 2.7], is inside the x0-component of f~xQ',

which is a normal domain of/. On the other hand, y* is outside U'=1 7),. Thus at

least a short piece of y* near x0 is outside U. Hence {x0} is not a point component

of 3(7. This completes the proof.
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